It is hereby announced that as resolved by Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders ("EGMS") dated May 30, 2017, and has been restated by EGMS dated May 31, 2018 in relation to the implementation of Capital Increase Without Pre-emptive Rights, the Company intends to issue 374,981,711 (three hundred seventy four million nine hundred eighty one thousand seven hundred and eleven) new shares with the nominal value of Rp100,- (one hundred Rupiah) per share with the following schedule:

- Implementation of Capital Increase Without Pre-emptive Rights : May 21, 2019
- Notification of Implementation Result of Capital Increase Without Pre-emptive Rights : May 23, 2019

Capital Increase Without Pre-emptive Rights will be implemented at the exercise price of Rp143,- (one hundred forty three Rupiah) per share by the new shareholder which is paid in cash.

Jakarta, May 13, 2019

PT MNC Kapital Indonesia Tbk

Board of Directors